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the peak power radiated was 3.6e49 W



1915:	GR  
1916:	GWs;	Schwarzschild	metric	

1919:	Eddington’s	expedi2on

2015:	aLIGO;	GW150914

1974:	PSR	B1913+16

2002–2010:	ini2al	LIGO	runs	

1960:	Weber	bars

1990,	1999:	LIGO	approved,	inaugurated

1957:	Chapel	Hill	conference

1971:	Cygnus	X-1  
1972:	GW	interferometer	design

1967:	“black	hole”,	no-hair	theorem

1939:	gravita2onal	collapse

2002:	Sgr	A*	as	black	hole

[slide	courtesy	Michele	Vallisneri,	JPL]
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Part	I:	
Retrieving	BH	parameters	

[if	General	Rela2vity	is	correct]



First	Observa2on	of	GWs	
September	14	2015,	09:50:45.39	UTC	

⇒	fundamental	proper2es	of	BHs,	astrophysics	(how	and	

where?)	&	tests	of	General	Rela2vity



2.	Simplest	“Newtonian”	model	explains	
frequency	chirp
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i)	Newtonian	Orbital	Dynamics:

ii)	Quadrupole	formula:

iii)	Enforce	energy	balance:	

iv)	Orbital	shrinkage:

iv)	Frequency	chirp:



Simplest	“Newtonian”	model	explains	
frequency	chirp
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B. P. Abbot et al.: The basic physics of the binary black hole merger GW150914

Sec. 4.4). The theory of general relativity is a fully non-
linear theory, which could make any Newtonian analysis
wholly unreliable; however, solutions of Einstein’s
equations using numerical relativity (NR) [11–13] have
shown that a binary system’s departures from Newtonian
dynamics can be described well using a quantifiable
analytic perturbation until quite late in its evolution -
late enough for our argument (as shown in Sec. 4.4).

The approach presented here, using basic physics, is
intended as a pedagogical introduction to the physics of
gravitational wave signals, and as a tool to build intuition
using rough, but straightforward, checks. Our presenta-
tion here is by design elementary, but gives results con-
sistent with more advanced treatments. The fully rigor-
ous arguments, as well as precise numbers describing the
system, have already been published elsewhere [2–6].

The paper is organized as follows: our presentation
begins with the data output by the detectors.2 Section 2
describes the properties of the signal read off the strain
data, and how they determine the quantities relevant for
analyzing the system as a binary inspiral. We then dis-
cuss in Sec. 3, using the simplest assumptions, how the
binary constituents must be heavy and small, consistent
only with being black holes. In Sec. 4 we examine and
justify the assumptions made, and constrain both
masses to be well above the heaviest known neutron
stars. Section 5 uses the peak gravitational wave lumi-
nosity to estimate the distance to the source, and calcu-
lates the total luminosity of the system. The appendices
provide a calculation of gravitational radiation strain and
radiated power (App. A), and discuss astrophysical com-
pact objects of high mass (App. B) as well as what one
might learn from the waveform after the peak (App. C).

2 Analyzing the observed data

Our starting point is shown in Fig. 1: the instrumentally
observed strain data h(t), after applying a band-pass
filter to the LIGO sensitive frequency band (35–350 Hz),
and a band-reject filter around known instrumental
noise frequencies [14]. The time-frequency behavior of
the signal is depicted in Fig. 2. An approximate version
of the time-frequency evolution can also be obtained
directly from the strain data in Fig. 1 by measuring the
time differences !t between successive zero-crossings3

2 The advanced LIGO detectors use laser interferometry tomeasure
the strain caused by passing gravitational waves. For details of how
the detectors work, see [1] and its references.

3 To resolve the crossing at t ∼ 0.35 s,when the signal amplitude is
lower and the truewaveform’s sign transitions are difficult to pin-

Figure 1 The instrumental strain data in the Livingston detector
(blue) and Hanford detector (red), as shown in Figure 1 of [1]. Both
have been bandpass- and notch-filtered. The Hanford strain has
been shifted back in time by 6.9 ms and inverted. Times shown are
relative to 09:50:45 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) on Septem-
ber 14, 2015.

Figure 2 A representation of the strain-data as a time-frequency
plot (taken from [1]), where the increase in signal frequency
(“chirp”) can be traced over time.

and estimating fGW = 1/(2!t), without assuming a
waveform model. We plot the −8/3 power of these
estimated frequencies in Fig. 3, and explain its physical
relevance below.

The signal is dominated by several cycles of a wave
pattern whose amplitude is initially increasing, starting
from around the time mark 0.30 s. In this region the grav-
itational wave period is decreasing, thus the frequency
is increasing. After a time around 0.42 s, the amplitude
drops rapidly, and the frequency appears to stabilize.
The last clearly visible cycles (in both detectors, after ac-
counting for a 6.9 ms time-of-flight-delay [1]) indicate
that the final instantaneous frequency is above 200 Hz.
The entire visible part of the signal lasts for around 0.15s.

In general relativity, gravitational waves are produced
by accelerating masses [15]. Since the waveform clearly
shows at least eight oscillations, we know that a mass

point,we averaged the positions of the five adjacent zero-crossings
(over∼ 6ms).

(2 of 17) 1600209 C⃝ 2016 The Authors. Annalen der Physik published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA Weinheimwww.ann-phys.org
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The	GW	waveform	encapsulates	Binary		
Black	Hole	Evolu2on	

[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]

2me	(s)
0.30 0.40 0.450.35



[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]

2me	(s)

Chirp	mass	drives	inspiral	waveform

Inspiral	∼	Chirp

driven	by	the	chirp	mass

Ringdown

	…	remnant	mass	&	spin

chirp	mass: 0.30 0.40 0.45



[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]

post-Newtonian	

1PN ⇠ v2
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quasi-normal	modes
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Decades	of	theore2cal	effort	in	source	modelling
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The	GW	waveform	encodes	source	parameters

Zoom	in

2me	(s)

spin	modula2on

h +
(t
)	

[courtesy	of	Patricia	Schmidt]

�GW(t) ⇒	chirp	mass,	reduced	mass	(1PN),	spin-orbit	(1.5PN),		…



The	GW	chirp	gives	the	progenitor	masses		
and	spins

	Time	

GW	
Strain

0.4
[Blanchet	2015;	see	also	Nissanke	et	al.	2005,	Nissanke	2006,	Blanchet,	Faye,	Nissanke	2005,	MacDonald,	Nissanke,	Pfeiffer	2011]

[Nissanke	et	al.	2005]



Necessity	of	Numerical	Rela2vity

[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]



Unprecendented	high	velocity,	dynamic	
regime	of	strong-field	gravity

[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]



GW150914:	numerical	rela2vity	simula2on	
[SXS	collabora2on	2016]



[e.g.,	SXS	Collabora2on	2014;	see	also	simula2ons	by	Cardiff,	UIB,	RIT	and	GATech;	
combined	analysis	with	several	hundred	simula2ons	from	all	groups	for	GW150914	detailed	in	arXiv:	1606.01262]	

Different	flavors	of	numerical	rela2vity	
waveforms



Measured	GW	encodes	fundamental	and	
geometric	source	parameters

h+,� �
g+,� (inclination angle)h( redshiftedmasses/spins, frequency chirp...)

Luminosity distance

hM =
�

a=+,�
Antenna function (source position, orientation)� ha

Polarisa2on	gives	inclina2on	angle.	

Triangula2on	and	antenna	response	give	sky	localisa2on.	

Strong	degeneracy	between	amplitude	parameters:			
{source	posi2on,	orienta2on	and	distance}



Measured	GW	encodes	fundamental	and	
geometric	source	parameters
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Chirp	mass	has	dimensions	of	2me	⇒	masses	are	redshi|ed.	

Phase	of	GWs	can	be	measured	to	within	a	frac2on	of	a	radian	⇒	chirp	mass	

with	frac2onal	accuracy	~	1/total	accumulated	phase.	

Amplitude	with	precision	1/SNR	⇒	need	mul2ple	detectors	and	polariza2on.



h(t):	9-15	dimensions

+ Masses	

+ Spins	

+ Geometric	proper2es:		
-	Inclina2on	angle	
-	Source	Posi2on	
-	Luminosity	distance	

[see	e.g.	Cutler	and	Flanagan	1994,	Poisson	and	Will	1996…]

Extract	source	informa2on	from	GWs	



[see	e.g.	Veitch	et	al.	2015;		
LVC,	arXiv:	1602.03840,	PRL	116,	241102,	2016]

Model	h(t)

Detector	output

Extract	source	informa2on	from	GWs	

h(t):	9-15	dimensions

+ Masses	

+ Spins	

+ Geometric	proper2es:		
-	Inclina2on	angle	
-	Source	Posi2on	
-	Luminosity	distance	

[figure	courtesy	of	Chris	North/Mark	Hannam]



[see	LVC,	arXiv:	1602.03840,	PRL	116,	241102,	2016]

Likelihood

parameter	2

Model	h(t)

Detector	output

Explicitly	map	out:	

Extract	source	informa2on	from	GWs	

using	Bayesian	Markov	Chain	Monte	Carlo		
and	Nested	Sampling	Techniques	

h(t):	9-15	parameters

+ Redshi|ed	Masses	

+ Redshi|ed	Spins	

+ Geometric	proper2es:		
-	Inclina2on	angle	
-	Source	Posi2on	
-	Luminosity	distance	
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Large	degeneracies	when	retrieving		
BH	parameters:	errors	are	several	10s	of	%

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.04856,	PRX	6,	041015,	2016]
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[1	Mpc	=	3.086e22	m]



8	cycles

merger ringdown

…	errors	depend	on	what	part	of		
waveform	is	in	the	detector	noise	bucket!

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.04856,	PRX	6,	041015,	2016]

55	cycles

8	cycles

55	cycles

15	cycles

16	cycles



How	well	can	we	localise	the	source	on	the	sky?

[Image	credit:	LIGO/L.	Singer/A.	Messinger]

105-107	galaxies	in	these	volumes

1200	sq.	deg.	(90%	c.r.)

60	sq.	deg.	(90%	c.r.)

590	[230]	sq.	deg.	(90%	c.r.)

1000	[850]	sq.	deg.		
(90%	c.r.)

1600	sq.	deg.	(90%	c.r.)





Part	II:	
Tests	of	General	Rela2vity	in	
dynamical	strong-field	gravity

22/47



Devia2ons	from	GR	Waveform	Coefficients

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.09619,	2016;	arXiv:	1602.03841,	PRL	116,	221101,	2016]

Merger RingdownInspiral
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Devia2ons	from	GR	Waveform	Coefficients

Merger RingdownInspiral

Introduce	parameterized	viola2ons	of	GR:		

 GW(f) =
X

i

[ i +  il log f ]f
(i�5)/3

+ �

MR
[�i,↵i]

pi ! pi(1 + �p̂i)

tail	-	backscarering	of	GWs	by	curved	space2me

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.09619,	2016;	arXiv:	1602.03841,	PRL	116,	221101,	2016]



…	two	events	constrain	different	parts	of	
waveform

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.09619,	2016]

Merger RingdownInspiral

Merger RingdownInspiral

GW150914

GW151226

Combined



inspiral merger ringdown

…	GW150914	merger	+	ringdown	in	the		
detector	noise	bucket!

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.09619,	2016]



GW150914:	Inspiral	vs.	merger-ringdown	
consistency	

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.09619,	PRL	116,	221101,	2016;	see	also	Ghosh	et	al.	2016]



- massive	graviton	dispersion	rela2on:	

where		

- higher	frequencies	arrive	earlier:	

-			waveform	distor2on:	

GW150914:	Massive	Graviton	Bounds
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Part	III:	Implica2ons	for	
Astrophysics	
i)	how	to	form	heavy	BHs?	

ii)	how	&	where	do	binary	black	holes	(BBH)	form?	
iii)	astrophysical	rates	?	

iv)	absence	of	an	EM	counterpart	?



Challenge:	how,	when	and	where	do	BBHs	form?

Primordial	BHs	
from	density		
fluctua2ons	in	
early	Universe

Pop	III:	first	massive	stars	(1%	of	stars	in	Universe)	
Pop	II/I:	classic	field	binary	evolu2on	(90%)	
Pop	II/I:	rapid	rota2on	(10%)	
Pop	II/I:	dynamical	forma2on	in	globular	clusters	(0.1%)	
Exo2c:	e.g.	single	star	core	spli�ng

{ {
[LVC,	ApJL	818,	L22,	2016]



How	to	make	a	stellar-mass	BH?

Stellar	core	collapse	at	end	of	lives	of	massive	stars:		
direct	forma2on	or	fallback?	first	stars?	

[courtesy		www.chandra.harvard.edu]

Low	metallicity	with	Z	<	0.5	Z⊙	(solar)	and	weak	massive	stellar	winds



Recipe	for	making	heavy	BHs

Low	metallicity	with	Z	<	0.5	Z⊙	(solar)	and	weak	massive	stellar	winds

[LVC,	ApJL	818,	L22,	2016;	adapted	from	Belczynski	et	al.	2010]

GW150914



Tale	of	two	binaries

          

Isolated	Binary	in	Field Dense	Environments	
(e.g.,	Clusters)

range	of	binary	interac2ons	

low	redshi|	to	Pop	III	

rapidly	rota2ng	massive	stars

BHs	sink	towards	cluster	core	

Dynamical	interac2on	->	pairs		

Binaries	ejected	with		
inspiral	<	Hubble	2me

[e.g.,	Tutukov	&	Yungelson	
1993,	Lipunov+97,	…	

Belczynski+10,	
Mandel+deMink	16,	

Marchant+16,	Belczynski+04,		
Kinugawa+14	]

[e.g.,	Portegies	Zwart+00,	
O'Leary+06,	Downing+10,	

Morscher+13,	Ziosi+14.;	NB	
Galac2c	Center:	

Miller+Lauburg+09,	O'Leary+09,	
Koscis+12,	Bartos+16,	Stone+16	]

[see	review	by	Miller	2016;		
	LVC,	ApJL	818,	L22,	2016]

[0.15	pc-3] [105-109	pc-3]



Lifecycle	of	Isolated	Binary	Massive	Stars

Zero	Age		
Main	Sequence

Roche	Lobe	Overflow

Common	
Envelope

Rare	but	important	(feedback,	
chemical	enrichment)	

Complex	physics	in	mul2-staged		
evolu2onary	process	

Supernova,	Common	Envelope,	Mass	
Transfer,	BH	natal	kicks	

~	6	to	9	steps:	survival	is	0.01-10%	
[figure	from	Marchant	et	al.	2016]



12	-	240	Gpc-3	yr-1	

Excludes	<	10	Gpc-3	yr-1	⇒	

Isolated	
Disfavours	a	v.	low	common		
envelope	binding	energy	or		
v.	high	BH	natal	kicks		
(>	several	hundred	km	s-1	)	

Dynamical	
Disfavours	low-mass	clusters	

Astrophysical	rates	could	soon	probe	
forma2on	scenarios

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.09619,	2016]



2030s:	Einstein	Telescope	&	Cosmic	Explorer	Concepts	

10 km long, Underground, cryogenic
Xylophone configuration, 6 interferometers

Formal Design Study completed in 2011: 

http://www.et-gw.eu/etdsdocument 

Above ground, 40 km arm length, 
L configuration, signal grows with 
length (not most noise sources),
room temperature, modest laser 

improvements 

  No formal design study yet but in proposal

Target sensitivity a factor of > 10 improvement to current advanced detectors

2030+

Einstein	Telescope

2035+

Cosmic	Explorer

LSC,	arXiv:	1607.08697



Einstein	Telescope	and	Cosmic	Explorer		
have	cosmological	reach

[credit:	J.	Miller,	MIT]	

First	Stars

hig
h	S
NR

See	LSC	Instrument	Science	White	Paper	
hrps://dcc.ligo.org/public/0125/T1600119/004/wp2016.pdf

~G$/G€



Einstein	Telescope	and	Cosmic	Explorer		
have	cosmological	reach

How well can we constrain SFR? Dependence on metallicity
Cosmic (redshift-dependent) Merger Rate?

Mass gaps: NS and BH, intermediate BH desert?



End	of	lecture	1



Stellar	Remnants	from	Massive	Stars

Evolu2on:	self-gravita2ng	gas	in	hydrosta2c	equilibrium	(virial	theorem)	—	radia2ve	loss	of	energy	
causes	it	to	contract	and	hence,	due	to	release	of	gravita2onal	poten2al	energy,	T	↑	.	

Nega2ve	heat	capacity:	while	the	star	tries	to	cool	itself	by	radia2ng	away	energy	from	its	surface,	
it	gets	horer	instead	of	cooler.	

Unstable	virial	theorem:	the	more	it	radiates	to	cool	itself,	contract	↑,	T	↑	and	the	more	it	is	
forced	to	go	on	radia2ng.

[Tauris	and	van	der	Heuvel	2006]



Massive	Star	Evolu2on:	three	2mescales

Dynamical	2mescale:			
when	the	hydrosta2c	equilibrium	of	a	star	is	disturbed		

Kelvin-Helmholtz	2mescale:	
when	the	thermal	equilibrium	of	a	star	is	disturbed,	2me	taken	to	emit	all	of	its	thermal	
energy	content	at	its	present	luminosity	

Nuclear	2mescale	

2me	needed	for	the	star	to	exhaust	its	nuclear	fuel	reserve	(∝	M),	at	its	present	fuel	

consump2on	rate	(∝	L	)



Massive	Stellar	Evolu2on:	Hertzsprung	
Russell	Diagram



Important	Evolu2onary	Stages

4

5	M	⊙	ZAMS	

1->2.			 long-las2ng	phase	of	core	H	burning			 	
	 	 (nuclear	2mescale).		

3.		 	 H	ignites	in	a	shell	around	the	He	core.		 	
	 	 For	massive	stars,	the	en2re	star	briefly		 	
	 	 contracts	causing	its	central	temperature	to		
	 	 rise.		

4.	 	 When	the	central	temperature	reaches	∼	108	
	 	 K,	core	He	ignites	->	red	giant,	with	a	dense		
	 	 core	and	a	very	large	radius.	During	He		 	
	 	 burning,	we	have	a	loop	in	the	H-R	diagram.		

2->4.	 thermal	2mescale;	helium-burning	
	 	 loop	on	a	(helium)	nuclear	2mescale.	

5.	 	 During	He	shell	burning,	the	outer	radius		
	 	 expands	again	and	at	C	igni2on	the	star	has		
	 	 become	a	red	supergiant	 on	the	asympto2c	
	 	 giant	branch	(AGB)	⇒	e-	degenerate	C	core.



Important	Evolu2onary	Stages
>	10	⊙	ZAMS	

• Massive	stars	con2nue	to	burn	nuclear	fuel	
beyond	H	and	He	burning	and	ul2mately	form	an	
Fe	core.	

• Alterna2on	of	nuclear	burning	and	contrac2on	
phases.	

	 	
	 carbon	burning	(T	~	6	×	108	K)	
	 oxygen	burning	(T	~	109	K)	

silicon	burning:	photodisintegra2on	of	complex	
	 nuclei,	hundreds	of	reac2ons	⇒	iron

•	 form	iron	core	

• 	iron	is	the	most	2ghtly	bound	nucleus	⇒	no				

further	energy	from	nuclear	fusion	

• iron	core	surrounded	by	onion-like	shell	structure	



Step	1	—	GW:	how	many?	how	far?

[LIGO Scientific and Virgo Collaborations (LVC), 
Living Reviews in Relativity 19, 1, 2016]



Part 2 — GW mHz regime 
(entirely new in 2030s!):  

Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 

ESA L3 selected (06/17), 
joint with NASA, 2034+

Three spacecraft in △, 
earth-trailing,
2.5 Mkm arms, 6 laser links
4 year mission (10 yr goal),
Timing measurement between 
masses in space

see	hrps://www.elisascience.org/files/publica2ons/LISA_L3_20170120.pdf,	arXiv:	1702.00786	

https://www.elisascience.org/files/publications/LISA_L3_20170120.pdf


Rich	diversity	of	mHz	GW	sources	with	LISA	



1. Trace the origin, growth & merger history 
of massive BH (MBH) mergers

{
Seed	Forma2on	

for	104	-	105	M⊙	BH

peak	of		
star	forma2on	

⇒	EM	counterpart?

{
z	<	9



Wealth of source information from GWs alone

Insights into MBH formation:

MBH seeding mechanism (heavy vs. light)
Metallicity feedback
Accretion efficiency (Eddington?)
Accretion geometry

• 100+	detec2ons	with	sky	localiza2on	to	10	deg.2	

and	individual	masses	to	1%	

• 50	systems	with	primary	and	secondary	spins	
determined	to	0.01	and	0.1.	

• 50	systems	with	spin	direc2on	determined	to	
within	10	deg.

[Klein	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	D	93,	024003	(2016)]	



Wealth of source information from GWs alone

Associated EM signature ?:

Simulations (MHD, hydro) show significant mass inflow of the 
binary + cavity in a circumbinary disk.

• 100+	detec2ons	with	sky	localiza2on	to	10	deg.2	

and	individual	masses	to	1%	

• 50	systems	with	primary	and	secondary	spins	
determined	to	0.01	and	0.1.	

• 50	systems	with	spin	direc2on	determined	
within	10	deg.

[Klein	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	D	93,	024003	(2016)]	

[eLISA	consor2um,	arXiv:1305.5720]	



2.	A	hundred	resolvable	stellar-mass	BBHs	by		
space-based	GW	detectors	before	they	enter		

LIGO-	Virgo	band	
[Sesana	2016;	see	also	Brevik	et	al.	2016,	Klein	et	al.	2016,	Vitale	2016]

• sky	localiza2on	to	1	deg.2	
• 2me	of	coalescence	to	1	min	
• mass	and	eccentricity	to	berer	than	0.01	and	0.001	

>	50	M⊙	BH	for	z<	0.1



3.	Extreme-mass	ra2o	inspirals	for	
fundamental	physics	and	astrophysics

Mass	distn.	of	stellar	remnants	at	galac2c	centers.	
Mass	segrega2on	&	relaxa2on	for	stellar	popula2ons.		
Extreme	Kerr	Space2mes:	103-105	cycles.

10	-	60	M⊙	BHs	into	105	-	106	M⊙	BH		
out	to	z	∼	4	with	SNR	≥	20.	

1-1000	detec2ons	yr-1.	

Sky	localiza2on	and	distance	to		
10	deg.2	and	berer	than	10%.	

MBH	and	compact	object	masses	to	
0.01	and	0.001%.	

MBH	spin	to	berer	than	0.001.	

Eccentricity	and	devia2on	from	Kerr	
Quadruple	moment	to	berer	than	
0.0001	and	0.001.	

[Babak	et	al.	Phys.	Rev.	D	95,	103012	(2017)]	



4.	Galac2c	compact	object	binaries

∼25	000	resolvable	Galac2c	binaries	
(detached	white	dwarfs	and	AM	
CVns,	NS-NS,	NS-WD,	NS-BH)	

For	∼5000	systems,	measure	mass,	
distance,	sky	loca2on	with		
dP/P	<	10-5	within	15	kpc	

For	∼500	systems,	measure	sky	
loca2on	to	1	deg.2	

For	∼100	systems,	measure	sky	
loca2on	to	1	deg.2		with	Pdot	to	
berer	than	10%.

[figure	courtesy	of	E.	Rossi,	Korol	et	al.	2017]

down	to	V	band	<	70



Part	I:	Stellar	Evolu2on	101	
(a	compact	object’s	

perspec2ve!)



Stellar	Remnants	from	Massive	Stars

5

Evolu2on:	self-gravita2ng	gas	in	hydrosta2c	equilibrium	(virial	theorem)	—	radia2ve	loss	of	energy	
causes	it	to	contract	and	hence,	due	to	release	of	gravita2onal	poten2al	energy,	T	↑	.	

Nega2ve	heat	capacity:	while	the	star	tries	to	cool	itself	by	radia2ng	away	energy	from	its	surface,	
it	gets	horer	instead	of	cooler.	

Unstable	virial	theorem:	the	more	it	radiates	to	cool	itself,	contract	↑,	T	↑	and	the	more	it	is	
forced	to	go	on	radia2ng.

[Tauris	and	van	der	Heuvel	2006]



Massive	Star	Evolu2on:	three	2mescales

Dynamical	2mescale:			
when	the	hydrosta2c	equilibrium	of	a	star	is	disturbed		

Kelvin-Helmholtz	2mescale:	
when	the	thermal	equilibrium	of	a	star	is	disturbed,	2me	taken	to	emit	all	of	its	thermal	
energy	content	at	its	present	luminosity	

Nuclear	2mescale	

2me	needed	for	the	star	to	exhaust	its	nuclear	fuel	reserve	(∝	M),	at	its	present	fuel	

consump2on	rate	(∝	L	)
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Massive	Stellar	Evolu2on:	Hertzsprung	
Russell	Diagram
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Important	Evolu2onary	Stages

4

5	M	⊙	ZAMS	

1->2.			 long-las2ng	phase	of	core	H	burning			 	
	 	 (nuclear	2mescale).		

3.		 	 H	ignites	in	a	shell	around	the	He	core.		 	
	 	 For	massive	stars,	the	en2re	star	briefly		 	
	 	 contracts	causing	its	central	temperature	to		
	 	 rise.		

4.	 	 When	the	central	temperature	reaches	∼	108	
	 	 K,	core	He	ignites	->	red	giant,	with	a	dense		
	 	 core	and	a	very	large	radius.	During	He		 	
	 	 burning,	we	have	a	loop	in	the	H-R	diagram.		

2->4.	 thermal	2mescale;	helium-burning	
	 	 loop	on	a	(helium)	nuclear	2mescale.	

5.	 	 During	He	shell	burning,	the	outer	radius		
	 	 expands	again	and	at	C	igni2on	the	star	has		
	 	 become	a	red	supergiant	 on	the	asympto2c	
	 	 giant	branch	(AGB)	⇒	e-	degenerate	C	core.
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Important	Evolu2onary	Stages

9

>	10	⊙	ZAMS	

• Massive	stars	con2nue	to	burn	nuclear	fuel	
beyond	H	and	He	burning	and	ul2mately	form	an	
Fe	core.	

• Alterna2on	of	nuclear	burning	and	contrac2on	
phases.	

	 	
	 carbon	burning	(T	~	6	×	108	K)	
	 oxygen	burning	(T	~	109	K)	

silicon	burning:	photodisintegra2on	of	complex	
	 nuclei,	hundreds	of	reac2ons	⇒	iron

•	 form	iron	core	

• 	iron	is	the	most	2ghtly	bound	nucleus	⇒	no				

further	energy	from	nuclear	fusion	

• iron	core	surrounded	by	onion-like	shell	structure	



How	to	make	a	stellar-mass	BH?

Stellar	core	collapse	at	end	of	lives	of	massive	stars:		
direct	forma2on	or	fallback?	first	stars?	

[courtesy		www.chandra.harvard.edu]



Recipe	for	making	heavy	BHs

Low	metallicity	with	Z	<	0.5	Z⊙	(solar)	and	weak	massive	stellar	winds

[LVC,	ApJL	818,	L22,	2016;	adapted	from	Belczynski	et	al.	2010]

GW150914


